
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

 

Create 5.5” x 5.5” top fold white card base.  

Emboss a 5.35” x 5.35” blue stripe pattern paper using with large embossing folder and layer onto card base before applying silver stickles along the 

edges.   

Cut a 4.75” x 4.75” pink pattern paper and layer onto a 4.9” x 4.9” white cardstock before applying silver stickles along the edges. Add this piece onto 

the card. 

Adhere two small doilies on the top left and bottom right of the pink pattern paper. 

Cut red pattern paper (2” x 3.75”) and checkers pattern paper (2.75” X 5”) in fish tail shape. Adhere both on the white cardstock and trim them leaving  

a 0.1” border before applying silver stickles along the edges. Adhere the bigger piece near the middle, tilted slightly to the left. Adhere the smaller piece 

over the right side of the bigger piece, tilted slightly to the right.  

Cut 3 flourishes shape from Bookmark dies set on white cardstock. Cut 2 deco frames and 2 leaves from Dancing Leaves dies on white cardstock on 

green color cardstock respectively.  

Adhere the 2 frames on the top left and bottom right.  

Cut 3 large butterflies using Flights of Fancy dies set on white, pink and blue cardstock. Trim the blue butterfly slightly smaller than then pink one. 

Emboss all the three butterflies using small embossing folder and apply silver stickles on the white and blue butterflies.  

Layer the 3 butterflies together with white at the bottom, pink in the middle, and blue at the top. Arrange the 3 flourishes shape and 2 leaves shape 

under the butterfly and adhere them onto the card as shown. 

Cut a bow shape from Whirl Wreath dies set on white cardstock and adhere it onto the middle of the butterflies.  Glue a medium shape pink rose on the 

middle of the bow with 2 green leaves tucked under both sides of the flower.  

Cut four butterflies using Flights of Fancy dies on white and pink cardstock. Adhere all of it above the green leaves. 

Cut a hugs banner on pink cardstock and adhere it on the bottom right of the card. On each end of the banner, adhere a small pink rose with 2 leaves 

tucked under the roses.  

Finish with lots of white dots all over the card using Ranger enamel dots. 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 51-099 Hugs and Kisses, 51-125 Deco 

Frame, 51-132 Flights of Fancy, 51-016 Dancing Leaves, 51-195 Bookmark, 51-

151 Whirl Wreath 

Additional Products: white, light pink and light green cardstocks; 

Cuttlebug small dots embossing folder; Cuttlebug large dots embossing folder; 

Ranger white enamel accent; pink roses (Medium and small); small green 

leaves; silver stickles; small doilies; My Minds Eye Sugar Plum pattern paper 

 

 

 

 


